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Connect to the Virtual Secretary's page of the University 

of Siena: 

https://segreteriaonline.unisi.it/Guide/Home.do



Begin the Registration procedure that will allow you to obtain the credentials

for accessing your personal position to start the registration procedure for the

desired Competition and to upload both the required attached documents

and the optional ones.



Accept the conditions with the Self-declaration and agree to the

authorization to use your personal data during the registration

procedures (privacy).



Fill in the mandatory fields, marked with 

an asterisk

Al termine dell’inserimento, confermare con il pulsante ‘Avanti’





If everything is correct, confirm.



At the end of the procedure the printing of the Registration Reminder

will be proposed, containing the credentials for access. The same will

also be sent to the e-mail address provided during the procedure. For

credential recovery, if already registered, refer to the website:

https://my.unisi.it/, UnisiPass Management - Password recovery.

For those who are already present in the system, but do not remember

or have never had the credentials for access:

If you are not sure or that you no longer have access to the email

address previously communicated, proceed to the communication of

the frequently used email address on the page: https://my.unisi.it/

personal-email, requires the uploading of an identity document, then

proceed with the scanning first.



Once you have a username and password, log in again to the Online 

Secretariat homepage and log in.





The personal data are re-proposed, if 

necessary, click on “modifica” to update.



Once confirmed the Personal data, 
from the Menu in the upper right 
corner, select «Segreteria» and 
then «Test di ammissione»



Attention: scroll at the bottom of the page to proceed with the registration for the desired 
Competition. In the case of participation in more than one Competition, it is necessary to repeat the 

procedure for each Competition from the beginning, any documents requested must be uploaded 
during each of the procedures



Select...



Select among the listed proposals (maybe more than one)



As an example, only one is reported here, but several Competitions may refer to the same Course. It is possible to register for
several Competitions, performing as many procedures and supporting the tests required for each Competition in which you are
registered. At the end of the tests, being suitable for all, it will be necessary to opt for only one position for enrollment.



Confirm to go ahead



By accepting and continuing, you declare that you are aware of the regulations governing the Research Doctorates, that you have 

read the Announcements of participation and that you have clear rules governing the paths for which you are participating in the

Competition.



The indication of the details and uploading of the identity document are mandatory at this stage. Also Italian
“Codice fiscale” can be uploaded, but if not possessed, yet, it will be possible to upload it later on, in case of
assignment of the place, during the enrolment procedure.











Those who find themselves in a position to communicate the need for assistive devices to carry out

the tests must choose “Si" and follow the subsequent instructions. The only uploading of the eventual

Invalidity Certificate may not be sufficient, in any case the upload will be requested later.

















Let’s begin the upload of the documents required by the Call or
optional ones, by clicking "Yes" even the first time this page is
displayed. Pay attention to the “Tipo titolo" that is used for loading,

this, in fact, must comply with the Min and Max indications shown in
the following summary table. It is specified that the content is shown
by way of example, the types of
documents and numbers indicated may
vary from Competition to Competition.

Example: for the «Tipo titolo»: Abstract thesis, it is necessary to load not less than one and not

maximum of one document, as this is mandatory. Similarly, the Curriculum vitae et studiorum and the

research project. The maximum of the «Other documents» that can be loaded (publications or other)

is 5. The procedure does not continue if these parameters are not respected. Only when you are sure

that you have provided to load all the documentation, mandatory and not, choosing «No» as your

answer, you can continue with the registration.


